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Schlesinger
NINALANY
Staff Writer
The virus of tribalism risks be
coming the AIDS of international
politics lying dormant for years, then
flaring up," said Arthur M.
Schlesinger, Jr. in a speech atMcGaw
Chapel Monday night His speech
addressed issues raised in his most
recent book. The Disuniting of
America.
President Henry Copeland intro-
duced Schlesinger as "well known by
the cultural elite and its opponents.''
Schlesinger's list of credentials in-
cludes being an associate professor of
history atHarvard University for eight
years, serving as special advisor to
President Kennedy and receiving two
Pulitzer Prizes.
Schlesinger covered a wide range
of topics during his speech. He ac-
knowledged the positive results of the
"upsurge in ethnic awareness," such
as rt3gnitk of theaccomplishments
of minorities and women, but he at-
tacked what he calls the "cult of
ethnicity." This cult according to
Schlesinger, challenges the very con-
cepts upon which America was built
and promotes the separation ofethnic
groups.
Schlesingeralso stated thatAmerica
was founded on the concept of E
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FEATURE A&E SPORTS
Students victims of menacings, beatings
Several campus incidents under investigation by Wooster police
JEREMIAH JENNE
Assistant Editor
Three College ofWooster students
were attacked lastWednesday, Sep-
tember 9, as they were walking in
downtown Wooster near the Town
Hall.
The three students were walking
down East Liberty Streetat approxi-
mately 11:00 PM when they were
assaulted three separate times.
All three were injured in the at-
tack. One was taken to Wooster
City Hospital where be remained
unconscious until this past Sunday,
Septemer 13.
An unidentified juvenile and
Donald Robinson, 22. of Wooster.
were arrested later that evening and
warns multiculturalism
Pluribus turn-o- ne national identity
for all citizens. In fact it is this
concept that unifies America and
keeps the country from disuniting.
The cult of ethnicity, he said, "be-
littles the union and glorifies the
pluribus."
The issue of the purpose of public
educatknalsoarosedurmghisspeech.
"Multiculturalism gives overdue
credit to groups long ignored - this is
good. But when schools teach to
promote minority self-estee-m, we
begin with ethnic cheerleading and
end with separation and segregation,"
explained Schlesinger.
"The bonds of national cohesion
are weak enough already," he added.
"Education should strengthen, not
weaken them."
One of the benefits of having
Schlesinger speak in person is that
students had the opportunity to ques-
tion him about parts of his book. The
Disuniting ofAmerica. This work is
part of the core reading for first-ye- ar
seminar. Schlesinger's speech, in fact,
quoted The Disuniting of America
word for word several times.
Many students felt that the speaker
was not as direct as they would have
wished in answering the questions.
Others felt that be did a good job
defending his ideas when they were ,
Greek volunteer work
.... page 5
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...page 6
charged with one count each of as-
sault Both were positively identi-
fied by one ofthe victims afterbeing
picked up by police a short distance
from the scene.
The incident began when one of
the suspects shouted atone of the
students. As the student answered,
the suspect allegedly rushed him
and punched him in the face.
The suspect then jumped into a
car and emerged moments later with
five other men. The attackers, in-
cluding Robinson, began attacking
all three of the students.
During a lull in the fighting two of
the victims fled into the Super
America gas station. One student
reaching safety by running into the
The Death of Southern
Rock
...page 11
Sneakers reviewed
page 11
Town HalL
According to one of the victims,
when he and the other student
emerged from the Super America,
the attack resumed.
Robinson alledgedlyjumped onto
the back of a student, riding him to
the ground, and began to repeatedly
punch him in the face and head.
The assailants then fled, leaving
Mallinder unconcious upon the side-
walk.
McOurkin was able to flag down
a passing motorist to call for assis-
tance.
Wooster city patrol officers ar-
rived on the scene at approximately
n:40PMaccordingto police spokes
person Howard Zuercher. Tbey
will disunite America
j
Wooster football team
falls apart in final
minute of season
opener vs. Kalamazoo
...backpage
rounded up the two suspects and
requested medical attention for
Mallinder.
Pre-tri- al and trial dates have been
set for Robinson and the other sus-
pect Both are out on bail pending
trial
As of yesterday, Mallinder, who
had been transferred to Hygeia, was
on his feet and in good spirits. A
release date has not yet been set
In a completly unrelated incident,
police are still investigating two sepa-
rate assaults on college of Wooster
students by four unidentified males
the evening prior to the downtown
attack.' (
.-
- see assaults on page 3
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photo by JOSH FACANS
irfSnrhWnwr Jr Albert Schweitzer Professor ofHumanities at the City University of New York,TSmZ6tT Theatre following his lecture on September 14.
chaUenged. who believe that the professor de-- after the forum event "Political
cor--
ofpersonal rectness in the universiues is a pop--Iw offended by the caliber and serves respect regardlesstori 0 005." said junior reaction to the issues he raised. fashion which I am confident wdl be
MaaSeamaa .Heechoedthethoughts Schlesinger commented on other here today and gone
tomorrow, he
of inany students and faculty alike.
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Fertlher questions raised
in defeated ISC charter
JUDY NICHOLS
News Editor
For the second week in a row.
Campus Council tabled further dis-
cussion of Inter-Secti- on Council's
defeated charter after questions arose
about substantive ideas in the char-
ter. ISC's charter had failed, even
beforeother importante issues such
as discrimination were discussed, at
last weelfs Campus Council meet-
ing because of objections to the re-
naming of ISC as Inter-Fratern- al
Council, or IFC.
Debate of substantive ideas in the
charter surfaced, but after the de-
feating vote last week. Campus
Council chairperson Robb DeGraw
opened the floor for discussion of
other concerns in the charter. Such
discussion was designed to aid Cam-
pus Council's charter committee,
.which is responsible for helping ISC
revise its charter in order to gain
approval by Campus Council.
When discussion ofrecommended
revisions proved too lengthy for last
week's meeting, discussion was re-
opened at this Wednesday's Cam-
pus Council meeting. Instead of
concluding the matter, however.
Campus Council members voiced
even more concerns.
Several members, echoing last
week's discussion, questioned if the
selectivity process of sections vio-
lated any nondiscrimination clauses
by which the College abides. Sophie
Pemiey, Associate Dean ofStudents,
pointed out that although sections
do discriminate on the basis of sex.
I.S. grants to be awarded
JOHN GABRTELE
Special to the Voice
This year the College has again
received funds from the Ohio Board
of Regents, the Dewald family en-
dowment and the Hughes Medical
Institute to support the independent
study rejects ofjuniors and seniors.
Approximately $13,500 in grants
will be disbursed for enhancing in-
dependent projects and making pos-
sible a professional quality thesis, as
well as for potential publication for
the project
These grants may be used to sub-
sidize travel to major libraries or
museums of research facilities, to
interview major figures in their fields
of study or to bring nationally-repute- d
scholars to campus for consul-
tation or as a reader for senior theses.
such exclusiveness is allowed be-
cause an alternative in the form of
clubs exists for women on campus.
Penney further clarified that ex-
clusiveness is even permissible as
long as the potential for an alterna-
tive exists on campus. Still, Campus
Council left the discrimination ques-
tion open for further discussion at
next week's meeting.
Also receiving considerable at-
tention at the meeting was the possi-
bility of Campus Council viewing
ISC's constitution. Although Cam-
pus Council does not have the au-
thority to approve or fail the consti-
tutions of organizations. Campus
Council can view such constitutions
in order to gain a better idea of the
operations of an organization.
Information obtained from these
constitutions is helpful and even
sometimes necessary when review-
ing the charters of organizations for
Campus Council approval. Since
several Campus Council members --
did ask for additional information
about the operations and structure of
ISC, viewing ISC's constitution be-
came an imminent possibility for
next week's Campus Council meet-
ing.
What Campus Council members
specifically questioned pertaining to
ISCs operations was ISCs gover-
nance of the individual sections on
campus.
Ofconcern, particularly to the fac-
ulty members on Campus Council,
was the fact that conditions have
been allowed to evolve to the point
Research support can also be used
to develop and distribute question-
naires with which to gather informa-
tion or purchase supplies and small
equipment items (software, for ex-
ample) that become the property of
the College.
This year the LS. Committee, com-
posed of Larry Stewart, English;
503 E. LIBERTY ST.
I FREE DELIVERY -
I 2 Small Pizzas with 1 cans
I 3 mem . . .
I 2 Medium Pizzas with
3 item . . . additional1
I 2 Large Pizzas with 2-U- ter
of pop ONLY $6J99l
additional urn $1.20
2-U- ter rop ONLY $9.99!
kemii.VJ (coven both pizzas)
pop ONLY $12.99!
3 nan . . . additional item $1.40 (cover, both pizzas)
I.
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that sections on campus are more
akin to fraternities. This reality was
pointed up by ISC members them-
selves at last Wednesday's Campus
Council meeting, in which ISC vice-preside- nt
Eugene De Pasquale ar-
gued that "the concept that our orga-
nizations promote is fraternal."
Faculty members argued that ISC,
as the umbrella organization for sec-
tions on campus, must have had a
significant hand in this trend toward
fraternities.
Akwasi Osei, professor of black
studies andpolitical science, pointed
out that "there's something wrong"
if ISC lias been operating legally
under its charter and sections are
still becoming more fraternal in na-
ture.
When a motion was introduced to
table discussion of ISCs defeated
charter fornextweek. Campus Coun-
cil member Oliver Preuss made an
announcement from Mike Holden,
. president olISC --JajfafrXYcnHhat.
the diarter were tabledagain,Holden
requested that it be tabled under the
name "ISC Charter" instead of"IFC
Charter."
Holden explained that the term
"IFC" was obviously upsetting fac-
ulty members, and that for such a
minor change, he did not want to
create such a controversy.
To insure that more information is
available to Campus Council mem-
bers. Ken Plusqucllec, Dean of Stu-
dents; BobRodda, DirectorofLowry
Center and Holden will be asked to
attend next week's meeting.
Michael Kern. Biology; and John
Gabriele, Spanish, will also distrib-
ute a second category offunds which
will cover registration fees, travel
and accommodations at a national
conference where research results
win be presented.
Students wishing to apply for ei-s- ee
IS. on page 3
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SPECIAL TO THE VOICE
The International Relations
Colloquium plaasto ractuit acoom-- o
p'ished professionals in the field of
international affairs to speak at the
college on a semi-month- ly basis.
The speakers will be brought by
the IRC Executive Committee, in
conjunction with the Cleveland
Council on World Affairs.
The idea for the colloquiem origi-
nated with Vice-Preside-nt Stan
Hales and was put into action by a
small group of students.
This year, the colloquium has
been strengthened and formalized
and is planning to have speakers,
including international ambassa
Some people spend a fortune on their wardrobes . . .
Our customers just look like they do!
NICE AS NEW
consignment shop
119 N. Grant (Cor. W. Liberty & Grant St.)
ui
U
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O
567
dors, diplomats, trade officers, ne-
gotiators and journalists, on cam- -
The IRC Executive Committee,
as pictured above; is composed of
Tim Smith, Chairperson; Roth
Kiambo, Vice-Chairpers- on; Jeff
McDowell, Executive Secretary;
Mphatso Namwali, Publicity Con-
tact; Devinka Abeysinghe, Trans-portati- on
contact; and Phoebe Chen
- Food Service Contact.
The International Relations
Colloquium is designed to help
strengthen and unify the interna-
tional relations majors. All inter-
ested persons should contact
Mphatso Namwali Box c-23- 54.
HAIRSMITHS
N. Market Street, Suite 12
(216) 264-917- 7
a c
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Bacchanalia: 'better tKan Woodstock.
STEFAN A. BIELSKI
Staff Writer
This past Saturday approximately
one thousand people attended Bac-- .
chanalia, presented by the Crandall
house. Bacchanalia, with a tradition
going back thousands ofyears as the
ancient festival honoring the Roman
god of wine, has been celebrated in
Wooster for the past ten years. The
all-da- y and all-nig- ht event, held at
nearby Beck's Family Campground,
featured three bands, offered food
and drink and provided ample space
for revelers to move about. In fact,
the Crandalls invited all to bring
their tents and spend the night, which
many did. They also provided fire-
wood to chase the chill away as the
full moon rose. In a further attempt
to prevent driving under the influ-
ence, they provided a free motor
coach service from near campus to
the site.
The College administration pro-
hibited the Crandalls from putting
up posters to advertise their event
and alsoprohibited buses from stop-
ping on campus. Dwayne Davis,
DirectorofResidential Life, stressed
IS.frompagtZ.;,
ther a research grant or funds for a
conference should use the following
guidelines: Submit a one-pa- ge pro-
posal with a specific budget to Pro-fess- or
John Gabriele in the Spanish
department no later than Friday, Oc-
tober;). A second deadlineofFebru-
ary 3 will also be available for those
requesting money to attend confer-
ences during the spring and summer
terms.
Include in the proposal a specific
description of the project, specific
ways that grant funds will be usedil i&iifiiittiiiii iillilTHE SEARCH
1993 MISS OHIO USA PAGEANT
NO PERFORMING TALENT REQUIRED
f If youbetween
1. 1993.
resident of
eligible,
i m CBSprizesColumbusbeFebruarypresentedThe
ito. amongtoMissUSA'November,.n.iiinicompeteOhioherc I .rwtrm.51 MIm Ohio USA' 1993 Mia
Trl-Sta-tecoi Miss mtm 347 Locuat Avenue.USA" fCW Tri-Sta-te Headquartersis Wjr4i flAl ApplicationI Letters MUST include abrief biography, phone
Ohio USA Pageant
Headquarters - Dept. CA
Washington. PA 15301-339- 9
Phone Is 412225-534- 3
Deadline Is October 10. 1992
recent snapshot.
number and address.
Mist USA- - Pageant it part of the family of Paramour Communications. Inc
Mi Ohio USA- - l A
that since "the college did not have
any control" over the event, they did
not want any connection perceived.
Davis said this was primarily a li-
ability concern.
Rich Davis, co-presid- ent of the
Crandalls, said these restrictions did
not bother him, con tending,4the word
ofmouth is the best advertisement."
He said that word of mouth' gets all
overOhio and other states, with many
alumni coming back for the event
History Professor Karen Taylor,
who was a former advisor to the
Crandalls and has attended the an-
nual event for her seven years here,
praised their handling of Bacchana-
lia. She saw the event as "wonder-
ful" and "a healthy release" for
revellers. Taylor saw Bacchanalia
as no worse then any campus party,
even regarding drugs and drinking,
and as better than most parties: "I
never saw anything shocking or self
endangeringJ never saw a fight
Another faculty member who at-
tended and asked to remain anony-
mous agreed how well people got
along"even if that meant leaving each
other alone." He noted many alumni.
add the amount of money being re
quested.. Also include a brief sup-
porting statement from the advisor,
indicating that student and advisor
lave discussed the proposal in detail
and believe that funding would help
the completion of a professional
project
Grants win be awarded-- to stu-
dents with the understanding that
they must provide the committee
with a written summary upon
completion of the LS. explaining
bow the money was used.
IS NOW ON! m
are an applicant who qualifies and are
the ages of 18 and under 27 by February
never married and at least a six month
Ohio, thus college dorm students are
you could be Ohio's representative at the
nationally televised Miss USA Pageant in
to compete for over $200,000 in cash and
Miss Ohio USA Pageant for 1993 wil
in the Grand Ballroom of the
Marriott North in Columbus. Ohio.
27th. 28th and 29th. 1992. The new
USA? along with her expense paid trip
in the CBS nationally televised Miss
Pageant, will receive over $2,000 in cash
many prizes All glrU interested la
fnr the title must write:
I
3 ii
iiCarvern Production
f
photo by PAUL BORDEN
Amid the excitement at Bacchanalia, many found space to be alone.
including older ones "in their thirties
came as an occasion to cement the
bonds of friendship Wooster is fa-
mous Cor creating."
.
This anonymous
Mail fraud leads
CAROLINA MIRANDA
Staff Writer
Post offices around the country are
investigating charges of mail fraud
following complaints by Wooster
parents about care packages that never
leached students. Allegedly, parents
ofanumber ofstudents ordered "Class
of 1995 Care Packages" for arrival
during students' final exam week last
spring.
At least twelve parents called the
College, according to Gloria LitteraL
secretary to Dean of Students Ken
Plusquellec. She instructed the par-
ents to notify their local post office.
"It's in the hands of the postal in-
spector,"' Plusquellec said.
Attention Seniors
FnforteM Awards for Overseas
SfnrWartrf Research
Grants to over 100 countries for
graduate study arid research.
Teaching Assistantships in English
available in France, Germany,
Ecuador, and Korea.
Campus application deadline:
October 12, 1992.
For information and applications,
please contact Professor Mary
Addis, Dept. of Spanish and Italian,
237 Kauke Hall, extension 2381.
9?
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faculty member maintained Baccha-iialia"hasto- be
better than Woodstock.
It has the same organic energy with-
out the chaos and destruction.'
to investigation
Plusquellec is unsure how students'
home addresses were obtained "It's
an institutional policy not to give out
such information,'' be said. There's
no indication that this was internal.''
One perm informed litteral that
the package did arrive after the school
year, rather man in time for spring
exams. The packages, which cost
$27.50 each, did not contain the
healthy food such as granola bars and
vegetable soup that was promised. In
addition, the packages were supposed
to contain a t-s- hirt
Students wim any information about
Class of 1995 Care Packages" anwm,mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm iCP A Tasked to notify the Voice, x2598 or
Box 3187.
Specializing in
Designer Labels
and Jewelry
with selections UNDER
$10.00
Forenz
Banana Republic
K3AP TTvirW
J. Crew KJpiWLlI
LLBean TJLJUYYIllUYYIl
Thrift
Boutique
250 West North St
Wooster 262-973- 5
(Just acrou from the Wotcr Food Co-o-p)
assaults from front page
Investigation
of incidents
in progress
one of the attackers threatened a
student with a handgun and a small
amount of money was taken during
one of the incidents.
Both attacks occurred on the
North side of campus near Andrews,
Armington, and Stevenson. Wooster
Police Detective Steve Glick de-
clined to specify the exact location
of the assaults.
No injuries were reported from
either incident
The four men are described as
being black, ages ranging between
16-2- 0 years old, and wearing dark
clothing.
One witness saw two men, fitting
the description of the assailants, en-
ter the Armington lounge that same
evening. Both quickly left, how-
ever, without incident
edohave suspects in this case,
said Glick. He added that "I can't
really say any more because of the
ongomg nature ofthis investigation.'
Glick strongly urges any member
of the community who has informa-
tion about this case to contact him at
287-570- 0.
In light of both the attack down
town and the assaults on campus.
Jim Foster, Associate Director of
Campus Security, warns that al-
though the campus and the commu-
nity of Wooster are relatively safe.
students should not get complacent.
It can happen. Even here. You
should not be lulled into thinking
you can do anything, anywhere, at
anytime said Foster, who stresses
that students should use common
sense to avoid unpleasant situations
like those which occurred last week."
.
First Year Senators
Augusta Ferguson, Amy Menk.
J David Parsons, Beth Wilee, !
1 Matthew Ziegler I
Sophomore Senators
i Todd Anderson, Daniel Ephraim,
J John Gray, Arthur Pearce, Deepak f
Sitaraman
1 Junior Senators I
I Sara Kerewich, Julie Ann Mayne, I
! Mustafa Mohsm, Shannon O'Neill !
v Senior Senators
I Mike Biggins, Ming Chang, Stuart I
Goldsberry, Erik Online, Udaya
Thomas .
' At Large Senators J
I April Elsea, W. Christian Geckeler, I
James Hervey, David Hirota,
Heather Lambert, H. Ross Perot j
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International Programs bulletin
, Nancy Doemel. the director of the Ali CdP
ux.ua. program in Aoeracen, cm-Lan- d,
will be visiting the campus on
Monday,Septembcr21. The program
of the week table will be in Lowry
center from 11-1:- 00 and will be hosted
by Wooster students who have partici-
pated in the program. At 4 p.m. there
will be a general information session
and video presentation with Nancy in Lowry 1 19. Aberdeen is a very
popular program at Wooster and there are currently about ten Aberdeen
alums on campus. Students who are majors in the natural sciences as well
as the humanities and the social sciences are encouraged to apply. Aberdeen
is one of the few programs that does accept sophomores. We hope you'll
stop by and find out more for yourself.
The faculty unanimously passed a change in the required GPA for off-camp- us
study. As officially stated in the current catalogue: "A minimum
grade point average of 25 is normally required for participation in an off-camp- us
program, both domestic and international."
$1778
Academic Computing news
SGA RELEASE
As use of the Computer Center on
a day-to-d- ay basis increases, so do
the opportunities for something to
go wrong. ACS recommends a few
tips to help students make using the
Center as painless as possible. First
and foremost, don't wait until the
last minute to do your work. It is not
unusual to have every Mac in the
Computer Center taken and to see
six or seven students sitting on the
floor waiting for someone to finish.
It's not unusual to have the prim
queue delayed by as long as an hour.
Plan in advance and allow time for
unexpected delays.
Secondly, stay aware of what's
happening in the center. ACS will
y
1 n '"'J2th f
post signs in the Center, make an-
nouncements in this column, and
publish news items in our newslet-
ter. However, we can't make you
read these notices that's your
responsibility.
Always ask questions about some-
thing you don't understand. It's
surprising how many people use ACS
during the year, and yet know so
little about it In the Computer Cen-
ter, all of the employees know how
crucial the Center's services are to
the campus and they do their best to
help in any way possible. If you
have any questions, complaints, or
suggestions about ACS, they should
be directed to either Scott Dixon at
ext. 2244, or Dan Cottle at exL 2444.
You can load your shelves with these,
, .
. $1772
$S3 I I $1480 1 340
U 440 - '
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Apple Macintosh PowerBook"145 440 Apple Macintosh Classic Apple Macintosh LC II Apple Macintosh Ilsi
or buy aMacintosh that's already loaded.
RAISE A COOL
1000
M JUST ONE WEEK!
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MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No cost
Yon alio get a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
kot for calling
.
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24528, Ext (5
$1 1.25 hr. PART-TIM- E
- SALES
No experience necessary
WOOSTER, OH
LOCATION
CALL: (201) 305-59- 50
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Get a great value on your choice of these Apple Macintosh computers But hurry, because student aid like this is only available through Oct. 15,
which include over '400 worth of preloaded software: The American 1992 - and only from your authorized Apple campus reseller.
with Thesaurus, the Random House . ,Heritage Dictionary Roget's w n i ..i n iEncyclopedia, Correct Grammar, ResumeWriter and Calendar Creator. Ilie MaCintOSH btUCient AlCl raCkagCU.
For further information contact Chris Hamilton
Taylor Hall Room 311 ExL 2245
O 1992 Apple Computer, Ire Apple, the Apple kigo, and ManrtoWi are rrjijuetrd trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc Chs I regserrd trademark kceraed lo Apple Computer, mc PorrBook s 1 rrademark of Apple Computer, inc The Random Home Erryciopedu n a trademark of
Randon Home, he. Amman Hentage Bectronr Drtxrary. Bertramc Thesaurus, and ConrcTeJi dnHuped by Houghton Mitfbn Company, pubksherof The American Hentage Dntonary and Roger II The New Thesauri ContcTno underlying technology developed by Language
SyHema, Inc. Calendar Creator s a trademark of PVwer Lp Software Grporatmn ResumeWneer o j trademark of Bixxware Sorhrjre Company. Inc AI product names are the trademark of thor respective holders drier good on the Macintosh PoxerBook 145 V40 oonAguranon onfy
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Delta ThetaPsi
The women of Delta ThetaPsi in-te- nd
to get involved with the Humane
Society. Since the group was just
chartered at the end of last year, the
project is still in the planning stages.
Thechib would like lovolunteer about
two hours a week at the local chapter
giving care and anention to the ani-
mals.
EpsDon Kappa Omicron
The EKO's have a long history of
volunteerism at Wooster. Club ac-
tivities have included participation in
aWalk-a-Thonf- or the American Can- -
ing People to People Ministries bag
food before Thanksgiving.
Kappa Phi Sigma
The majority of the Crandall House
volunteer their tirneat theApple Creek
Developmental Center, a facility just
outside of Wooster setup to meet the
needs of the mentally challenged.
Many members are also involved with
action groups such as TfARAL,
Greenpeace, NOW, EarthFirst, Act-U- p,
Gxfam-Americ- a, Sane Freeze, as
weU as the American Red CrossBlood
Drives and campus organizations like
E.C.O.S. Tne group sharcsacornm u-n-al
feeling of necessity to be active in
such projects
Pi Kappa
The "Peanuts" participate in Crop
Walk, the soup and bread campaign
and visitations to the Home Nursing
Home downtown. Several members
are also active in the Big Sisters of
feat l iron
Clubs' and sections active in volunteering
Clubs by AMANDA JUNKIN
Sections by ALAN DENIRO
Staff Writers
When most Wooster students think
cfclubs and sections at Wooster, vi-
sions ofcampusparties quickly come
to mind. Not many are aware cf the
fact that volunteer work is an impor-
tant part cfmembership in the clubs
and sections on campus. The differ-
ent groups dedicate their time and
energy each week to serve the needs
ofWooster"s campus and community.
In the midst cfGreek Rush activities,
theVoice thought it important to Hen--
tight the volunteer work cfclubsand cer Society, Christmas caroling at the
sections. The following is an over-- Smithville Western Home and an an-vie- w
cf their projects: nual clothes drive (as a pledging ac-AJp- ha
Gamma Phi tivity) for the Salvation Army. Mem-Alp- ha
Gamma Phi has been in-- bers also spend time every Year helo--
volved with the Mohican Youth Cen-
ter tutoring juvenile delinquents. They
also worked with the American Asso-
ciation ofUniversity Women moving
books for their annual booksale which
benefits women's scholarships. This
year, the Alpha Gamms hope to con-
tinue their work with the AAUW and
to plan a canned food drive or other
community activities.
Delta Phi Alpha
Delta Phi Alpha co-found- ed The
Rising Generation" along with BSA
and Wooster High School In addi-
tion to offering tutoring assistance to
high school students, this program
holds cultural events each month for
Wooster students and the commu-
nity. The members of Delta Phi Al-
pha are also active volunteers at com-
munity churches and are planning a
trash pick-u- p campaign with other
clubs and sections.
-
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Campus clubs, decked out in their letters, enjoy themselves at Meet the Greeks last Friday. The event
was an opportunity for students to become acquainted with the many Greek organizations at Wooster.
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The Beta section before their 62
America, and Compassion and Lit-
eracy Programs. The group looks
forward to getting involved in future
projects.
Zeta Phi Gamma
Last year, the Zeta Phi Gammas
donated funds and worked to repair a
halfway house for women. They also
sponsoredagirl in Appalachia through
Save the Children and were involved
with the annual Bowl-a-Tho- a. Mem-
bers took part in several educational
programs such as Security's "A Vic-
tim of Opportunity" and a gender
rotes discussion. This spring, the
group plans to organize programs on
mile run to Cleveland on Monday for
sexual assault, alcohol awareness and
self-defens- e. Projects such as volun-
teering at Peky's World of Children,
working with Planned Parenthood,
caroling at nursing homes and donat-
ing food and gifts to local families
during the holidays are also on the
agenda.
Beta Kappa Phi
The Betas organized a fundraiser
with a Tun Run" to Cleveland last
Monday. Members of the section
ran 62 miles and raised more than
$1 AX) for People to People Minis-
tries' Thanksgiving Charity program.
They have also participated in a con-
tinuing recycling project, assisted
with a canned food drive, helped to
resurface hiking paths at a local state
park, and participated in the Com-
panion Program at Home Nursing
Home. Many other projects are be-
ing done or are in planning stages.
Phi Delta Sigma
The men of the fifth section are
involved with the Wooster Chapter
of Habitat for Humanity. Habitat is
an international -- organization that
provides decent, affordable housing
.
for families with a low income. As
the affluent and the poor working
together in partnership. Habitat hopes
to build new relationships and a sense
of community as well as building
homes.
Phi Sigma Alpha .
The Sigs' primary service project
is for Habitat for Humanity. Every
semester the section volunteers six
days of manpower for Habitat to
paint, build and repair low income
i
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People to People ministries.
housing. Past volunteer projects in-
clude cleaning up the campus and
hosting guest lecturers. In addition,
several section members are active
with the safe sex program on cam-
pus. This year the Sigs are
cooridinating aproject with Wooster
Hospital for seriously ill children.
Phi Omega Sigma
The Omegas are supporting three:
foster children in Central and South
America. They have also incorpo-
rated services for the college and
town community into their pledging
process, and have also adopted a
highway for litter control
Xi Chi Psi
The Xi Chi Psi section is
volunteeering for the Wayne County
Humane Society by assisting with
the lives of homeless animals, and
members are also involved with the
Big Brother Program. On a long
term scale, during the second semes-
ter Xi Chi Psi will be volunteering
for the Special Olympics.
Omega Alpha Tau
Last year the Oats painted a half-
way house for battered women and
helped with a clean-u- p program for
downtown Wooster. In addition to
these activities, several members of
the section help with blood drives.
The Oats are in the process ofplan-
ning for this year's projects.
Any clubs or sections not
mentioned were notable to
submit the information
pertaining to their volunteer
work.
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Dark Ages invade
ZA CHARY VEILLEUX
Staff Writer
Walk across campus some Sun-
day evening and take a gander to-
ward Kauke. You might hear the
klinks of metal against metal, the
creaks of squeaky metal joints, and
even see, under the orange street
lights, what appears to be fencing?
Is this a matter that security should
be aware of?
Then visit Mom's some Wednes-
day night, and observe the entrance
ofmany strangely costumed charac-terssporti- ng
everything from swords
to daggers to cornucopia to copies of
Chaucer's The Canterbury Tales.
You win feel as though you have
been caught in some sort of bizarre
time warp.
But whatyeu have actually been
observing is the Wooster chapter of
the Society for Creative Anachro-
nism.
Meeting every Wednesday
evening in Lowry Center, the Medi-
eval Society is a group of students
and community members who enjoy
trying to recreate the best of the
Middle Ages.
How does one recreate the Middle
Ages? By doing almost anythingas
long as it is done he way it would
have been done eight hundred yean
ago., says Aelfwyn Elswith, court
Herald and announcer for the group.
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Each Wednesday of the month
they have a different Medieval ac-
tivity. This week the activity was
the Bartic Circle.
Moving in a clockwise direction
around the room, everybody in the
group was given a chance to sing,
read a poem or a selection, tell a
story or a joke, act out a skit or
request a song to be sung by the
group. Almost anything was fair
game, as long as it in someway per-
tained to the middle ages.
Ciann the Minstrel, a community
resident and Society member ofeight
years, provided musical accompani-
ment for many of the songs on his
CravioLa, a 12-stri- ng guitar-lik- e in-
strument
There is much more to the Medi-
eval society than just singing and
storytelling. Almost any hobby or
activity can be incorporated into a
Medieval activity. Calligraphy, her-
alding, embroidery, theatre, danc-
ing, feasting and fighting are just a
few of the many things that mem-
bers of the Medieval Society partici-
pate in. Their theatre group, the
Thistle Rowdies," are known for
acting out skits and other short se-
lections related to the Medieval
theme.
Perhaps the most intriguing and
noticeable of the Medieval activities
is the fighting. Bloodthirsty menv
nonnnr
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(201 ) 305-595- 0
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bers of the society love to go on and
on about the thrills of killing and
wounding, and can talk for hours
about crashing homecoming or ap-
pearing in Lowry dining hall with
swords drawn, but in actuality the
fighting is quite safe. Despite what
members of the society like to brag
about, the fighting involves noblood-
shed and a minimum of injury.
Only "authorized" fighters are
allowed to participate, meaning that
they must have proved that they are
capable of having a fight complete
wilh armor, swords, and shields with-
out hurting themselves or anybody
else. The outcome ofa fight is based
on the honor system, with the fight-
ers judging when and whether the
blow with which they were struck
was capable of killing them, had
steel swords instead ofwooden ones
been used.
As in any other college sport,
fighters compete in events and tour-
naments with Medieval Societies
throughout this region, known as the
"kingdom."
Kingdoms around the world all
belong to the Society for Creative
Anachronism. Local Medieval So-
cieties belonging to the Society for
Creative Anachronism can be found
in cities and on college campuses
across the United Stales and around
the World.
Good fighters progress all the way
up to the King's tournament which
determines the most powerful fighter
and thus the ruler of the Kingdom.
Medieval society members even
have their own kind of middle ages
Woodstock where they meet every
year on a campground in Permsylva- -
nia and are completely Medieval for
a few days.
Called Termsic" this event in-
cludes an entire nation ofSociety for
Creative Anachronism members (as
many as eight thousand) all dressed
in period clothing, living in period
"tents" and enjoying many period
activities, including a full-sca- le Me-
dieval war.
Some members are very serious
about the Middle Ages while others
are in it mostly for the fun to be had.
In either case, the Medieval Society
provides an outlet for almost any
kind of creative expression, espe-
cially for those people interested in
the Middle Ages. Aelfwyn Elswith
is quick to provide a Medieval alter
native for any modern bobby you
can come up with.
Meetings are held at 7:15 on
Wednesdays in room 119 of Lowry
Center, and anybody interested in
seeing what the Medieval Society
like is welcome to show up.
What do you do with a major in ... ?
Archaeology
ILDISZUCS
Staff Writer
One of the biggest decisions all students make in their college career
is what to choose as a major. What a student decides to major in can
affect future job and graduate school choices. It is quite obvious that
choosing a major is a "major" decision and must therefore be a well
thought out one. The Wooster Voice plans to aid those ofyou searching
for a major by writing weekly articles showcasing each of the options
here at Wooster. These articles might also be helpful for those students
already set in a major to see what career possiblities are open so, let's
begin with an "A." Archaeology.
Wooster is unique in that it is one of the only undergraduate colleges
in the country which has developed an archeology major, and in fact
even has special programs in the department. The major was developed
by the faculty approximately seven years ago,when interest in the field
became obvious. The program is continually being strengthened and
has grown from two majors in its first year, to the ten majors graduating
in archeology last year.
Archaeology is a diverse major which involves many fields ofstudy.
Courses in history, art, anthropology and geology make up the core of
the major. But the best part ofan archaeology major is that it can involve
a great deal of travel. It is definitely recommended that any student
majoring in archaeology do some type of field work to get hands on and
real life experience. Through the archaeology department, Wooster
students have in the past worked at archaeology sites such as a
Franciscan MCnestary in Southern California, an Indian site in Alaska,
and to slave quarters in Monticello, Virginia.
Junior archaeology majorJenn Lavris. professes that archaeology
itself is a wonderful experience, yet one that requires a great deal of
tedious work. Jenn has worked at field schools in New York and
Maryland, and at the University of New York for two years as well as
at several other sites. "It is not at all the glorified life portrayed by
Indiana Jones," she claims. But she says that archaeologists learn to
combine the knowledge thev gain with skills such as patience, because
many times they must work at the same site for months and even years.
In addition, archaeology involves more than just sitting behind a desk
crunching numbers archaeologists work with their hands, using tools
that include pick axes and shovels.
For those who love to bring the past into the future, it might pay to
dig" up some more information on this clearly diverse and interesting
major.
HAIR IN YOUR EYES???
Come get it cut at
Dick Stall's Hair Clinic
appointments or walk ins welcome
Men's and women's hair
389 W. Liberty (next to AAA) 264-333- 1
BENCHMARK COMPUTING SERVICES
24 hr. transcribing and
word processing
LaserJet Printing
263-49- 41
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Date: September 18, 1992
To: Dr. Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., Gty University of New York
From: Jeremiah Jenne, Assistant Editor, Wooster Voice
Re: An Apology
Dear Dr. Schlesinger,
I would like to take this opportunity
to apologize on behalfof the College
of Wooster community for the way
you were treated last Monday night.
Somehow I never thought that I could
actually be embarrassed by simply
. being in an audience, but I was .
. Before your lecture, our Dean of
Faculty, YjC Williams, mentioned
that the "tone of the campus towards
A
e.se
the First Year Seminar program has been one of general affirmation,., A
program designed to get students to think critically."
I wondered, at first, which campus she was referring to.
After your forum was over I knew it couldn't be this one.
My friend and I satdumbfounded as one lunkhead afte another got up to the
miaophone and engaged in public pseudo-intellectu- al tnasturbatkn just so
they could show how 'sensitive' they are.
There were some good questions. (Two, maybe three at nm). But, perhaps
not so coincidentally, these came mostly from the class of 1996. Makes you
think a little, doesn't it?
People criticized you for simply reading the preface of your book as your
speech. Tdoesn'tsaymuchfor the general reading
this campus. Mc of the audience had read your book. Most of the audience
heard your speech. A great deal of trie audier read akmgm the book as they
listened to your speech. And they still ignored what you were trying to say.
What exactly are these people trying to tell us?
A friend of mine suggested that Henry Copeland take them all on his knee
and give them a good old fashioned spanking.
Last Monday night saw the future of our grand and glorious First Year
Serninarprogram on Difference, Power.ar
portrait indeed. Like highly trained killer dogs, sensitivity junkies and
dewrnfreaks ofall stripes were poised ready tojump on you trora the moment
you walked omotttorhestagejegardless ofwhat you had to say. Incidentally,
these are the same people who run around our campus saying that if only you
change the English language you can undo 2500 years of instinitional racism
arxiscusmJk) I guess you can't expett
goingonlkcre. DependirrgonyuTointof view itwas to()r huge drinking
garne era Sockrfogy experirnertt on the ina
conformity." -
Well, that's all that can be said reatfy. I'm glad I gc a chance to meet you.
(I was dKliair freak in the jeans and tee srurtwlw shook your haol by the water
fountain). Next time I'm in NYC THjook you up. We can go out and have a
club soda. YcuarriLafteraIl,areboihprofessk
editor fcr a lowty papei from a isewly
is the laa of the great historians. We,can discuss the comparative history of
- et Itnnm on Date 9
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A fact is a fact is a factoid
MI need a dump truck baby, to
unload my mind"
--Bob Dylan
As I was wandering by a television
set this past week, I chanced to catch
a glimpse of the screen and ambled
over. Actually a force stronger than
gravity or love literally pulled me to
the glowing box and held me captive,
fait rhnf i nrt mnrtrv
Tocxntinue,CNN was on and since
r rrmiWn't finrl tfw channel chaneer. I
watched. After the sports headlines (Browns tose,Kosar hurt, arwuC3eve-lan-d
travesty etc), a blue screen flashed on (which usually signals that the
staticafiasnoinorcnewsari which was soon filled
with several words.
At the top was a title, "CNN Factoid." Now, the firstorder of business was
to figure out what the heck a factoid was. Is it a statement that lacks the self-confiden- ce
to be a real fact? Is it a fact that orbits another fact in an elliptical
path? Is it a mutilated piece of truth? An inferkactf Whatisit?! I checked
the dictionaries and asked some mildly coherent people that I know, but no
luck.
Perhaps a clue might be provided by the statement that followed, which
obviously is what CNN defines as a factoid. It was something to the effett that
the average high school girl in the United States spends $500 a year on
csmetkIvrcframfrcnccTimentmgon what implication this has fcrour
society and return to my initial goal ofdefining "factoid."
The closest I can come to a definition, given the lirriitedeviderice and this late
hour is, "a piece of information that lodges deep within the crevices of your
brain and refuses to leave, especially when you need the room for really
important stuff." This explains a tot I have a feelmgthatmy head b filled with
factoids that are riirKlcring any further intellectual development and I suspect
thatIamiKeordyoiTe.WeareconstanU
to have little to no relevance to our daily lives, or with any classes we happen
to be taking this semester. '
See for yourself. Ask someone if they have some useless information they
don't know what to do with. They will. Factoids have a shelf life longer than
most Hostess products. You don 'teven have to try and remember factoids: they
stick around regardless.
This would not be so much ofa problem ifwe had an unlimited capacity
memcy.Perhapswedo,biUwesurehaver
with what we Jiave, And I would much rather be able to retain my Spanish
vocabulary thanjhe factoid that each year Americans axisurrie75X acres of
pizza. Or that Greer Garson gave the longest Academy Awards acceptance
speech, checking in at just under 30 minutes.
I apologize forsubjecting you to such mind-cloggi- ng inferrnation, and ifyou
find yourself repeating it at irwpporturKmom
see Obbllgato on page 8
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Utter
Embarrassment at Forum
I attended Arthur Schlesinger's
Forum lecture Monday night and
left McGaw disappointed. While I
found Schlesinger as intelligent, ar-
ticulate, and persuasive as his repu-
tation led me to believe, I was dis-
couraged and more than once em-
barrassed by the questions and "state-
ments' of the students who chose to
address Schlesinger after he spoke.
I, too. took exception to
Schlesinger's use of the "melting
pot" metaphor, and found question-
able his critique of the "cult of
ethnicity". But instead of intelli-
gently challenging the content of the
lecture, many students displayed a
profound inability to listen carefully
or formulate thoughtful questions.
Many were not even listening to
each other, and asked nearly identi-
cal questions. Schlesinger had to
repeat to us basic points of his lec-
ture several times.
Several questions communicated
both disrespect and a severe misun-
derstanding of Schlesinger's talk.
Some students did not seem to real-
ize, for instance, that the focus of
Schlesinger's comments on Ameri-
can curriculum was the public school
system, meaning kindergarten
through twelfth grade. I believe
Schlesinger did this deliberately in
order to avoid addressing the current
controversy in higher education, but
this possibility was overlooked. Stu-
dents believed that Schlesinger
somehow opposed multiculturalism
altogether, which was simply not
true.
Lastly, Schlesinger spoke against
assimilation of ethnic groups into
America's mainstream, pointing out
that when smaller groups are forced
to submit to the cultural values of the
majority, an unhealthy, stagnant
power structure is created. Some-
how students mistakenly believed
he was crusading for the erasure of
Don-Europe-an cultural traditions in
America.
At the College of Wooster we are
expected to question authority, our
values, and established ideas about
gender, class and culture. We are
also expected to question the asser-
tions ofForum speakers. But not all
questions are equal or even worthy
of the asking.
There is not a single professor on
campus who wants students to ask
questions which serve only to ex-
press a personal opinion and which
leave no possibility for the open-mind- ed
exchange of ideas.
Students should not expect a Fo-
rum lecture to entertain, or to be
"easy". Ideally its intent is to chal
lenge students, often through the
expression of a well-articulat- ed set
of beliefs.
Schlesinger's assertions were fre-
quently complex, supported by in-
volved historical evidence, and were
often buried in long sentences with
multiple clauses. He used a kind of
language we do not hear from each
other, from radio, from television.
In fact, we may find it only in text-
books and in the classroom.
Academic discourse is harder to
follow than vernacular speech, but
this does not mean it is appropriate
to pick out a few phrases from each
sen tence from which to derive mean-
ing.
To understand academic lectures,
ideologically distasteful or not, we
must be committed to listening and
thinking carefully.
For the most part, students were
intent on exposing the flaws in
Schlesinger's talk. There were in-
deed flaws, andafew were addressed.
But Aequestion-and-answ- er session
could have been an opportunity to
ask Schlesinger to share his views
on the war in Yugoslavia, or to re-
count some ofhis experiences in the
Kennedy administration, or to re-
flect on any part of his career in
short, to address issues which might
be outside the scope of his lecture.
The College invites internation-
ally known figures to participate in
the Forum series because they have
gained a significant reputation in
their fields or areas of interest or
experience. They often have opin-
ions on many issues and are more
than willing, even eager, to share or
debate them with students.
It was unfortunate that we learned
so little about Schlesinger's career
and the experiences which President
Cope Land alluded to in his introduc-
tion.
The First-Ye- ar Forum is often
messy and confusing, even upset-
ting. It is supposed to be. I hope that
Wooster audiences will be willing to
learn from its guests, and will not
come to McGaw with an agenda
which leaves no room for clear think-
ing.
And why not be a little creative?
The question "Why do you think the
College invited you to speak here?"
might bring forth some surprising
answers.
To those who attend forum lec-
tures: please concentrate and listen --
to each other and to the speaker.
Your education is at stake.
Anne Adams, Senior
The last refuge of the lazy
At the forum this week. Dr. Arthur
Schlesinger, Jr. stated that the world
is in transition. With the fall of com-
munism, he said, the twentieth-centur- y
warof ideologies is over. Sounds
good so far, but there's a catch: the
war of ideologies is being replaced
by a warofethnicities. Nationalism-gone-ma- d
never died, it just faded
away for a while, and now it's back
to wreak havoc once again. Just look
at the remains of what used to be
Yugoslavia to see what awaits the
rest of the world in the twenty-fir- st century.
If this scenario is true, it's deeply disturbing, to put it mildly. Ethnic
conflicts and racism are among the most pointless and mindless methods of
self-destructi-
on known to humanity. This probably accounts for their
enduring popularity through the ages.
The heart of racism and the more exclusive, hate-center-ed forms of
nationalism lies in intellectual laziness, or perhaps cowardice. By lumping
human beings into categories based on a superficial, outward characteristic
like race, the real complexity of the world can be hidden from those who
don't want to see it This conveniently saves people who find thinking too
time-consumi- ng or painful the trouble of trying to look beyond surface
appearances.
Of course, those who choose to take the easy road of ethnic and racial
stereotyping must push aside into a dark comer of their cobwebbed mental
closets the unfortunate fact that individual members of a group may have
very little in common. There are Serbs who support their leader, Milosevic's
plan to create a "Greater Serbia" by conquest and bloodshed. There are also
Serbs who demonstrate for peace and for Milosevic to resign. There are
Russians willing to confront tanks and troops to defend democracy, and --
there are some who wish to return to the "law and order" of S talinism. In the
United States, there are both blacks and
What this boils down to is that commonly held beliefs and other factors.
such as occupation and individual personality, provide a much more solid
base for human relationships than race or ethnicity. Yet people all over the
world keep trying to place themselves in tight, exclusive groups based on
race. This is where the cowardice I mentioned enters in.
I suspect that racism is a way of
world that there are no automatic,
that we mustbuild them ourselves and work hard to maintain them, and even
then, they remain imperfect. No one but me can see inside my mind or make
my decisions for me. It's a frightening thing to face.
Still, we must learn to face it in order
r q
o
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whiteson all sides ofany given issue.
denying that each of us is alone in the
built-in bonds between human beings.
to have any hope ofconstructing what
Schlesinger called "a humane, prosperous, peaceful world" on the ashes of
failed ideologies. Then maybe someday, somehow, rationality will finally
win.
If you have any complaints, questions, com-
ments or compliments regarding The Wooster
Voice, please feel free towrite to our
ombudsperson (Reader representative)
Michael Mattison at box C-31- 87. The position
of ombudsperson is specifically designed to act
as a neutral mediator between the newspaper
and its readers.
The members of the Voice staff seek to im-
prove the accuracy, fairness, quality, and
credibility of the paper with this service.
Obbligatofrompage7
'Did you know?'
That though should emphasize the
problem I am talking about.
How can we be expected to retain
the vital information the school is
imparting to us when we are sur-
rounded by these annoying, numb-
ing factoids? All we are basically
being groomed for is a game of
Trivial Pursuit or a guest shot on
Jeopardy, fl think Alex Trebek
should be held personally respon-
sible for much of this mess. He and
Merv Griffin).
So how to overcome? I think we
either need to eliminate factoids, or
better still, present the information
we need in a factoid format. Maybe
television screens could be set up in
the classrooms (we have the holders
for them) and every minute or so an
important fact could be disguised by
preceding it with the words, "Did
you know?"
Or maybe classes could be struc
tured like a game show, with correct
answers allowing certain students to
walk away with a brand new washer
and dryer or a year's supply of
TurtleWax. We need to remember
that the format information is pre-
sented in is almost as important as
the information presented. Part of
factoids clinging power stems from
the fact that they are given in an
inocuous manner.
Regardless ofwhetheror not these
solutions are used, we cannot ignore
the problem. Factoids exist, and they
are stuffing themselves into each
and every one of us. Take care and
beware. And say, did you know ?
Jenne from page 7
An apology to
Schlesinger
developing countries in Southeast
Asia and Sub-Sahar- an Africa because
I know that you happen to have a bit
of expertise on the subject
Didn't that woman who suggested
"you didn't know the first thing about
African culture" make you want to
laugh? It made me wonder who she
was talking taHenry Copeland? The
microphone stand?
Oh well, enough of these banali
ties. Again, my sincerest apologies.
How could you have known that you
would bve to tolerate the harassment
of the intellectual smurf brigade and
other assorted gin-frea- ks just to get
your message heard by the rest of us.
Then again, you could always have
asked Ed Koch.
CC: The Wooster Voice
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Book, nbtrforum, real issue
Dear Editor
The issue of forum speakers was
deemed important enough to grace
your front page last week ("Faculty
forum speakers questioned.") While
this is an essential part of the First
Year Seminar Program and deserv-
ing of such attention, what is at least
as important is the reading list, par-
ticularly the primacy accorded Paula
S. Rothenberg's Race, Class and
Gender in the United States . The
continued pedagogical use of this
text needs to be seriously questioned
as well and hopefully abandoned.
Used for the third year in a row, the
book is now in its second edition.
While most essays in this edition are
new, they all come from the same
narrow minded ideological perspec-
tive.
While the simultaneous use of
Schlesinger's The Disuniting of
America could be said to be a foil to
Rothenberg, his is but one essay
dealing with only a fraction of the
issues in Race, Class, and Gender.
And now that he has already spoken,
he will soon be forgotten.
As in the first edition, the selec-
tions are under Rothenberg's pre-
sumption that only white people can
be racist, which anyone who has
been to much of the rest of the world
or for thatmatter to Los Angeles can
dispute.
Utter
Broken
Two weeks ago I was asked by
Ryan Burgess how "someone intel-
ligent like myself could vote for Bill
Clinton?" To Ryan and other Bush
supporters I would like to answer
that question.
Over the last four years theUnited
States had had the displeasure of
experiencing one of the worst Presi-
dencies ever. George Bush is a man
without conviction and the results of
the last four years prove it.
Fouryears ago GeorgeBush prom-
ised to be the environmental Presi-
dent, the education president, to cre-
ate fifteen million new jobs, reduce
These articles include curiously
edited legal documents, selections
from marginal publications, and fig-
ures that prove that one can get sta-
tistics to say anything, especially
when they are over forty years old.
These articles violate nearly every
standard of good writing that First
Year Seminar is supposed to instiU.
Not only do these article insult the
intelligence and sensibility of the
readers, but their religion, race, cul-
ture, and traditions.
Furthermore, they constantly bar-
rage readers with accusations that
there seemingly innocent thoughts
and words are really covert attempts
to oppress others.
This only serves to discourage
free discourse as students, believing
these ideas are mainstream in
academia, are fearful ofbeing falsely
labeled racist, sexist, classist, or any
number of other "isms."
I cannot recommend that anyone
read Rothenberg other than those
napless souls that must read mis as
rjanoflndoctrination 101 (this would
include First Years, their Professors
and TAj, of which I am the last)
. But if upperclassmen choose to
glance at the extracopies at the book-
store before they are sent back to
whoever is more naive or ideologi-
cal motivated than the First Year
Committee, simply look at her Pref
-
,
promises
the deficit, and also asked us to read
his lips when be said "no new taxes."
That was then and this is now.
When the world looked to the United
States for environmental leadership
at the Rio Summit George Bush
lacked the courage to step forward
and break new grounds on environ-
mental policy.
Education is clearly another fail-
ure for the soon to be ex-Presid- ent.
Things are so bad now that Bush is
stating that the school system needs
restructuring by using private-scho- ol
vouchers. Besides the fact that this
policy is for the statis-qu- o, where
ace to get an example of her sloppy
scholarship be it due to ineptitude or
ignorance. Though she spoke here
and we have used her text for three
years she still, in her 1992 edition,
places oneofour faculty members at
another institution, though he has
been here four years.
By the way this institution she
calls "Wooster College." But I
suppose we should not take it per-
sonally. She also misnames all the
three institutions in my home state
Maryland that she spoke at and
mentions.
What we should take personally is
Rothenberg's hatred and divisive-nes- s
and any attempt by the powers
that be to establish this diatribe as a
permanent canon for First Year
Seminar.
Forasuchaprogram that pretends
to celebrate diversity, it is essential
to remember that the most important
diversity, the one the college ideal
should aspire to, is intellectual di-
versity.
This can best be served by the
dumping of the Rothenberg text for
a more balanced, better com piled set
of core texts for our First-yea- rs first
exposure to academia.
Respectfully Submitted,
Stefan A. Bielski, Junior
and a failed presidency
has Bush been for the lastfour years?
The promise of fifteen million new
jobs is also a joke. Since Bush was
inaugurated, the nimber of Ameri-
cans stricken by unemployment has
risen to ten million. The promise of
deficit reduction has also gone
unfulfilled because instead of reduc-
ing the deficit it has nearly doubled.
When the taxing question arises
people assume that the President has
the edge here. Bush has stated that
he "raised taxes once and regretted it
while Clinton," as Governor, raised
taxes 128 times and enjoyed it every
time." Wrong George! In the
Pro-Clinto- n?
I noticed in last week's paper the
article pleading for Wooster students
to become politically active, regard-
less of their political affiliation. But
in the conclusion we find that this is a
thoroiQintorHGmtorv'Gore piece.
It reminded me of the masquerade
ball held at the Democratic National
Convention. Dress it up as one thing,
then appear later as another. This is
one of the reasons I can't vote for
Clinton. You really don't know what
we are going to get if Clinton would
be elected But this isn't surprising,
because I don't think Clinton knows either.
The only issues we do know about Clinton is his lack ofcharacterandhisvow
to raise taxes. Unfortunately, the media which all butendorses Clinton has
decided that the investigation of issues relating to character is negative
campaigning. Does anyone remember Clarence Thomas, "high-tec- h lynch-
ing? It seemed as if character mattered then. So why not now?
It's hard for me to believe that the American people would want a comma-
nder-in-chief who dodged the duty to serve his country? (Not to mention
thathestatedPatriotnussiles wemdownairveritsduringtheGulfWar. UhBill,
wrong missiles.) In this day of global instability, Americans need someone
who has the character and experience to make the correct military decisions.
WelL I guess we can overlook inexperience with the military and praise his
experience with drugs. Regrettably, though, the national slogan of "Just Say
No" would have to be changed. Essentially because the Democratic ticket
couldn't say it. Hey Bill, how many people do you think smoked weed at Bach
and didn't inhale?
But Bill's experience didn't end with his adventures in die weed. He had to
try out the flowers as well. Genniver Flowers that is. Why Bill, why? I can't
think ofone reason why you wouldn't want to go home at night. Well, maybe
I could think of one reason.
Okay, so he has a few character flaws. Maybe some people are willing to
ignore them in hope that he can spur economic growth. Bill does have a great
idea. He is going to do something never attempted by a presidential candidate
facing a recession. He wants to raise your taxes. Now mat's a way to give the
economy a boot in the rear. Quick history lesson Bill: FDR in 1932, JFK in
1960, and Reagan in 1980 all knew mat this wasn't the way toga Ifyou raise
taxes, the potential ofcapital investment is severely hindered. I won't dispute
with Clinton that raising taxes may get at the deficit problem. This is true.
Although I hope he doesn't tell people there will be more jobs, because with
higher taxes there will be more unemployment. I'm sorry Young Democrats,
but this candidate is not pro-econom- ic growth. We need incentives, not taxes!
So is this the candidate Young Democrats want to support? Possibly so. But
to those who are in limbo and the Democrats who do realize Clinton's
weaknesses; think again. You can always turn down your invitation to the
'
masquerade balL
twelveyears of Reagan and Bush
there has been more than one tax
increase. In fact, using the same
criteria used for Clinton, there have
been 358 tax increases! I wonder
what it was like reading Bush's lips
when that figure came across his
disk!
Perhaps the biggest filure of the
Bush Presidency is the economy.
The United States has been in a re-
cession for close to two years now
and there has been no improvement.
Instead of positive signs, however,
we have experienced, under Bush,
the slowest economic growth since
Think again
On
the
right
the depression. Good job George!
The facts are that under Bill
Clinton, Arkansas has passed eleven
balanced budgets, has miraculously
improved its EDUCATIONAL sys-
tem, and has moved 17,000 people
from welfare to the work force.
Now Bill Clinton has a plan for
America. He lias turned around Ar-
kansas, now let him turn America
around. On election day do your
part to increase unemployment by '
one more man (George Bush), and
elect Bill Clinton as the next Presi-
dent of the United States.
EugeneDePasquale, Junior
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The Parks rock
RUTH BERRY
Staff Writer
"MTV-read- y good loots, a slight
southern twang. . . a steady supply of
power chords and catchy hooks that
keep any crowd begging for more. .
." says critic Mike Seate of Pitts-
burgh Newsweekly.
"Theirs is thoughtfully written
rock with a reckless country soul. . .
" says Michael Levans, also ofPitts-
burgh Newsweekly.
They playa straight-ou- t, no-fril- ls
brand of barroom rock'n'roll," says
Joan Kane of The Pittsburgh News.
.
"tight and passionate. . . with the
intensity and raunchiness of great
bands. says Scoa Mervis of the
Pittsburgh Post Gazette.
These are just a few of the enthu-
siastic comments a Pittsburgh band I
called The Claris have drawn re-
cently from rock reviewers.
This respected rock'n'roll quartet
is known for its solid acoustic and
electric guitar riffs, powerful
ming, and rough-edge- d vocals.
Most of the Clarks'songs are writ-
ten by singer Scott Thydo" Blasey
who, according to Howard Glassman
of the Buzz, "lunges head-fir- st into
every song" with his tenor voice.
Guitarist Rob Hertweck, bassist
Greg Joseph and drummer Dave
Minarik combine their talents to pro-
duce a heavy, basic sound, but one
with enough variety to merit com-
parisons to bands ranging from the
Replacements to Tom Petty and the
Heartbreakers to the Del Fuegos to
the Underground
I f '
The Clarks wOI perform in the Underground beginning at 10 pjn. this
the Smiths. The songs themselves
vary in style from driving
instrumentals to sensitive ballads,
and the spectrum of themes covered
by Blasey s lyrics is broad.
The Clarks first got together in
1986 at Indiana University of Penn-
sylvania, where they began by play-
ing cover tunes at fraternity parties.
The group soon began to write its
own material and has since become
one of Pittsburgh's most popular
bands. Their first album T UTell you
What, Man, released in 1988 on an
independent label, sold over 1,700
copies and produced a single, "Per-
fection Not Required," that made
No. 1 at several college radio sta-
tions around the country.
The Clarks were named best rock
band at a recent "In Pittsburgh Mu-
sic Awards," and they have head-
lined packed shows at the city's hot-
test clubs.
Concert Connection
SHAWN PERRY - A & E Editor
SEPTEMBER
Flock Of Seagulls Sunday, Sept. 20 Headliners
Prong Wednesday, Sept. 23 Agora
Morrissey Friday, Sept. 25 Public Hall
Rik Emmett Saturday, Sept 26 Agora
HelmetFaith No More Monday, Sept. 28 Agora
OCTOBER
Glenn Frey Friday, Oct. 2 Agora
Kris KrossM.C. Lyte Sunday, Oct, 4 Front Row
Soup DragonsTom Tom Club Monday, Oct. 5 Agora
Sass Jordan Friday, Oct. 9 Shooters Live
Sonic Youth Wednesday, Oct 14 Agora
Chicago. Thursday, Oct 15 Front Row
Robert Cray Band Friday, Oct. 16 Agora
DefLeppard Saturday, Oct. 24 Coliseum
For ticket information on most of these shows, call the TicketMaster Outlet: '
In Cleveland: la Akron:
1
. (216) 241-55- 55 (216) 945-940- 0
Saturday. photo by SJLB.
The band's second album, simply
entitled The Clarks, has received,
good reviews and is proclaimed by
Peter King of the Pittsburgh Pressvo
be "tighter and more polished than
the first album.
In an interview with John Young
of the Buzz in 1990, singer Scott
Blasey commented on the both al-
bums: "The first songs we wrote
were off-the-cu- ff, basic stuff. Now
we sit down and work at it .. People
are scrutinizing more now, so we're
pushing ourselves." No doubt, the
band has progressed even further in
the past two years.
The Clarks have been a popular
band from the start and have always
had great success on the college cir-
cuit So ifyou're in the mood to hear
some great rock'n'roll from one of
Pittsburgh's most talented groups,
come down to the Underground to-
morrow night where the Clarks will
be playing from 1 ChOO pjn.-2.0- 0 am.
The event is sponsored by SAB-- U,
and admission is $.75. Don't miss
this band!
nil 'irtirr- -
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Friday, Sept 18
Nominations forOUTSTAND-
ING SENIOR are due in the
Lowry Center Director's office by
5 p.m.
Come and socialize with your
friends at Happy Hour in the
Underground from 5-6:- 45 p.m.
At 8 pjn. Star Trek 5: The
Final Frontier will be shown at
the Underground for $JO.
Saturday, Sept 19
Limber up for Horseback
Riding at Mohican State Park
from 11 am. to 4 pjn. A sack
lunch will be provided! Register
at Lowry Front desk and bring $4
At 7:30 and again at 10 pjn.
Star Trek VI: The Undiscov
ered Country will be shown in
Mateer for$l.
The Clarks will be at the Un
derground from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m.
for $.75.
Come to the Midnight Special
at Scot Lanes from 1 1 p.m. to
12:30 am. 12 price bowling and
those jammin' shoes are rented
for free!
Sunday, Sept 20
City of Hope is the classic film
at Mateer at 7:30 pjn.
Monday, Sept. 21
From 10 ajn. 7 pjn. Registra
uon tor sidekicks courses in
Lowry Center.
Tuesday, Sept 22
From 10 ajn. - 7 p.m. Registra
tion for Sidekicks courses.
Wednesday, Sept 23
One Night Doubles FoosbaD.
ournament 7-- 11 pjn. at Scot
Lanes, $5.
Videos at the Underground
MASH at 8 pjn. for $.50 and
Stripes for $JO.
Thursday, Sept 24
Preliminary Voting for Out
standing Senior
10 pjn. Comedy Night at the
Underground with Don't Throw
Shoes $JO.
SNEAKERS (PG-13- ) starring Robert Redford
7:00 & 9:30
SISTER ACT (PG) starring WhoopI Goldberg
7:15 & 9:15
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Upon the Death of Southern Rock
Fifteen Years After Its Passing
JEREMIAH JENNE
"Don't give me none of that fancy
music ifyou're shoes can't shuffle
around'
On October 20, 1977 the Lynyrd
Skynyrd tour plane crashed over
McComb, Mississippi killing lead
guitarist Steve Gaines, his sister,
back-u- p singer Cassie Gaines, and
lead singer Ronnie Van Zant. Like
the day 26 years earlier when a simi-
lar plane carrying Buddy Holly, Big
Bopper, and Richie Valens crashed
or 13 yean later when Stevie Ray
Vaughn's helicopter failed to stop
for a mountain in its path,not only
did the music die, but it was lost
forever.
Unlike Elvis or John Lennon, but
like Holly, Vaughn, (and to a certain
extent Marley, Hendrix and Joplin)
the death of Van Zant meant price-
less music that would never be writ-
ten. Struck down just as they hit
their prime, their death marked a
turning point in music Mstoryrn -
movie review
Try these
LAUREN COHEN
Editor-in-Chi- ef
JOHN WEIKART
Copy Editor
Sneakers
A Universal Picture
Starring: Robert Redford, Ben
Kingsley, River Phoenix, Sidney
Poitier, and Dan Aykroyd.
Directed by: Phil Alden Robinson
A computer hacker turned secu-
rity expert (Redford) is hired by the
National Security Agency to steal a
top-secr- et spying device. Along with
his offbeat collection ofpartners, he
becomes embroiled in a scheme of
international intrigue. Soon he re-clii- es
that his sordid past is coming
back to haunt him and that even his
personal life is threatened.
John Weikart: Wow, what an
all-st- ar castl I was trying to imagine
how these five people could all be
together in a movie about shoes.
Lauren Cohen: But John, the
movie really had little to do with
shoes, except that the actors were
wearing them. I would tend to de-
scribe the Gin as more ofa comedy-action-adventure-susp- ense
thriller
about mtfrnarional espionage and
computer technologies.
JW: la many ways. Sneakers a a
Their enormous popularity could
have revitalized music that didn't
require drum machines, synthesiz-
ers, or weird hair. It took a full 10
years before we begin to see their
heirs: John Mellencamp (post John
Cougar phase). The Black Crowes
and, to a certain extent, Sass Jordan.
Is it any wonder that both the
Allman Brothers (the Enlightened
Rogues album) and the Marshall
Tucker Band CHeard It in a Love
Song") each had their biggest hits in
five years in 1977. After the Skynyrd
Plane crash both bands sunk with
such force that MTB never recov-
ered and it took even the mighty
Allmans a full 10 years to find them-
selves again.
Even those honorary Southern
Rockers (in spirit, style and song, if
notexactly place oforigin) the Grate-
ful Dead had a low period in the
early eighties, not really hitting their
stride again until 1984.
Now maybe I'm over dramatizing.
It is finEkely that, had Skynyrd sur--:
A & E
Skynyrd has long been
condemned as redneck rockers, noth-
ing could be further from the truth.
"Sweet Home Alabama" was writ-
ten by the only Yankee in the band
(Ed King from Southern California)
and Van Zant as a response to Neil
Young's "Alabama' and "Southern
Man".
The song was something ofajoke
as Van Zant frequently wore a Neil
Young tee shirt on and off stage and
Young cne time offered the band
some of his songs to record. In fact,
after the plane crash. Young paid
tribute to Ronnie by opening up a
show with a solo acoustic version of
Sneakers on for size
standard suspense film, but the chem-
istry between the unlikely amalgam
of the actors' personalities really
made it seem much fresher than most
formula adventure films.
LC I agree. It's become fairly
common for filmmakers to make
action adventure movies thatglorify
violence and present surrealistic ef-
fects. Sneakers, while U was at times
a little unrealistic, did not rely on
violence to create a suspenseful at-
mosphere. Rather, it used elements
ofhumor and surprise to keep view-
ers riveted.
JW: I'm glad you mentioned those
elements of humor. This movie
didn't take itself too seriously. Es-peciallyi- nthe
casting ofDanAkroyd
as a childish, deluded conspiracy
theorist named Mother, the director
seems to have tried to make a film
with a lighter tone than many mov-
ies in this genre. Only in one scene,
the one in which James Earl Jones
makesacameo.does thehnmoraoss
the line into unnecessary silliness.
LC Sneakers was interesting to
watch, because the film required the
actors and actresses to shift their
stylesbetween the rigorous physical
demands of an action film and the
difficult taskcbeing funny. I think.
vived, we might have escaped from
the ensuing decade of Duran Duran,
Madonna and Brian Adams. But the
pattern does raise interesting ques-
tions.
Many people question why some-
one would want to defend southern
rock.
Though
'f f"" rK-- ' I ': sewmMe Rock below
though, that the casting was strange
at times. Robert Redford, as pro-
tagonist Martin (Brice) Bishop, was
sometimes incapable of the cometic
style necessary for certain scenes in
the film. I did enjoy Sidney Poitier,
however, as be was able to conform
to the demands of the lighter side of
the film.
JW: An contraire, Lauren. I felt
thatPoitier's considerable talentas a
dramatic and cometic actor was not
used to its fullest potential. Poitier
was so enjoyable in a number of his
earlier films such as Guess Who's
Coming to Dinner and To Sir with
Love that it has been a frustrating
experience jo watch him cast more
often in supporting roles in recent
years. I'm not suggesting thathe did
a poor job in mis film; I'm simply
saying that be could do much more
given the chance.
LC Well, despite some minor
problems, I think that this is defi-
nitely a worthwhile film. It was a
well-craft- ed combination of com-
edy, drama, action and suspense.
JW: Iagree wholeheartedly. With
so many formula thrillers in the the-
aters these days, Sneakers is one
film thatreally is able tosurprise and
entertain.
v
Don't Throw Shoes, Wooster's own
Thursday, September 24 at 10 p.m.
Rockfrom above
"Sweet Home Alabama".- -
It would be hard to condemn
them for their politics after listening
to songs like "All I Can Do Is Write
About It", "Things Goin' On", "Four
Walls of Raiford", or "Saturday
Night Special".
Songs which address the environ-
ment, urban decay, rights for Viet-
nam Vets, and the banning of hand-
guns respectively long before it be-
came politically correct to do so.
What the hell, maybe I am a fan.
Concerts to be held
Two of the biggest concert
events of the year will tke place two
weekends from now.
The first on Friday, October 2
at 8.-0-0 pjn. is the Minneapolis
Gospel Sound. The group consists
of ten members-fiv- e musicians and
five vocalists, and have been per
forming for ecstatic standing-roo- m-
only audiences all over Minneapo
lis since 1987.
Tickets for the concert are free to
students but must be obtained at the
Lowry Front Desk. No one will be
admitted without a ticket. General
" i i I
"
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-
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improv comedy troupe will perform
in the Underground.
But 15 years later the music still
lives on and its worth a listen to. In
an time when the most bands that
play real instruments are either al-
ternative or metal it's nice to remem-
ber a time when they used to play
this thing calledjrock and rolL
Few mourned its passing when it
ended, but I think, if we're forced to
sit through another decade of techno-po- p,
thrash-meta- L literock,new age,
bouse music, andPoison,people will
remember those days fondly.
admission is $5.00
Likewise, on Sunday October
4 at 8:00, the Cleveland Orchestra,
one of the premiere orchestras on
the face of the earth, will perform
Beethoven's Rano Concerto No. 3
and Beethoven's Third Symphony
(die "Eroica") under the direction J
of JahjaLing.
For the Concerto, Ling will
exxecute the duties of both con-
ductor and soloist simultaneously.
Tickets are $10 for students, $16
general admission and can be pur-
chased at the Lowry Front Desk.
--
LL
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I doo't know how much you've been
keeping up with current events, but if
you're anything like me you haven't If
you're like me you've been drinking in
a field with the rest of campus.
RrturateJy.oneofmy friends spends
more of his time reading and less of it
fighting 10 get on a bus as if it were the
last open bathroom stall at a bulemic
convention. He told me mat the Inter
Section Council wanted to change its
name to the Inter Fraternal Council.
Apparently, they argued that they
really wanted to be fraternities. They
said they looked like fraternities, in the
sense that they drank a lot of beer and
had clothing with Greek letters on it,
only they didn't have ties to a national
organization, so they should be frater-
nities, instead of sections.
I like that argument We should be
able to define ourselves as we would
like tote defined. That is why I am now
asking everyone, instead of calling me
Matt Seaman, to call me Rob Lowe.
My reasoning is the same as the logic of
the sections. I would really like to be
Rob Lowe. I look a lot like Rob Lowe,
in the sense that I have eyes, ears and a
mouth, only I've never filmed myself
having sex with two women, so I should
be Rob Lowe instead of Matt Seaman.
Now I too can be trie cause of a national
sex scandaL
Another thing that is happening on
campus, closely related to sex, is the use
of the word "party" as a verb. I think
this too is a good thing. We should feel
free to start tinkering with a language
with thousands of years of history be-
hind it Manypeople have the mistaken
notion that language is a tool for com-
munication, when in fact it is just an-
other of our playthings. After we have
grown out of our Barbie Dolls and
Tonka trucks we should begin to amuse
ourselves with the medium of commu-
nication used the world over.
I think we can go further. I think we
should start to invent new rules for
language and begin immediately imple-
menting them. We should start by
following the lead of the word "party."
Let's start yenbifying other nouns. From
now on, instead of saying the passe,
"Let's go inside." the hip college stu-
dent should say, "Let's go buildinging,
dude." Instead of "I'm in class." we
should use "I'm classing." And instead
of, "I'm at a Greek party." we will say,
"I'm sectioning." Ifwe all follow these
rules, in no time we'll start to hear
people saying things like, "Rob Lowe
was sectioning while he buildinged. He
rey knows how to party."
1 1 1 1 1 1 b j 1 1 1 1 1 1
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field hockey
Unsung Lady Scots bounce back
from defeat
j LIS A OSTERMUELLER
Staff Writer
I Rebounding off a stunning 4--0
? loss to Ohio Wesleyan, the Lady
Scot field hockey team returned
home this weekend to host
Wittenberg and Eaiiham.
Before ahome crowd and visiting
parents, Wooster exploded on the
field as sophomore inner Caroline
Robinson scored on a textbook cross
from sophomore right wing Meg
Wood in the first minute of the game
against Wittenberg. Moments later
Wood sent another forceful drive
into the circle which junior Lisa
Ostermueller redirected around the
goalie and into the goal.
Wooster continued todominate as
first-ye- ar Wendy Perkins drove in a
direct shot unassisted. As the strong
defense of junior Luci Day and
sophomore Betsy Shannon sup-
ported the forwards, yet anothergoal
came from Robinson, as she found a
hole in the congested defense and
lifted the ball into the left corner of
...
"--
-the cage.
As the buzzer sounded for the
beginning of the second half, the
Lady Scots looked to the scoreboard
and found a reassuring 4-- 0 lead.
Wooster recalled this familiar set-
ting from their trip to DePauw yet
denied the possibility that this team
would gain on the Scots.
Wittenberg's spirit proved only to
be bruised as the Tiger's forwards
retaliated, challenging the defensive
duo of junior Tiffany Lerch and
sophomore Laura Slingluff. Two
quick goals slipped by junior goalie
Becky Tederstrom and soon after a
penalty stroke was called in
Woostcr's defensive end.
Wooster returned to offense as
first-ye- ar Katie Doyle and junior
Missy Rice fed die forwards with
constant passes. Shotaftershotwere
fired yet the Tiger's goalie stood
strong against the Lady Scots.
With just over a minute left in the
game, the Scots set up for their "
twelfth offensive penalty corner.
After several rebounds from both
teams. Rice pushed the ball past the
goalie and first-ye- ar Sarah Harrison
slapped it into the cage for a 5-- 3 win.
Continuing the momentum into
the later hours of the afternoon, the
JV team fought hard against the Ti-
gers. Defensive standouts such as
first-ye- ar Solveig Slavin and sopho-
more Joanne Hogg pushed the team
forward wuh their strong drives and
clears. Defending the cage behind
them was first-ye- ar Erin Dreistadt
to sweep three at home
V
t
Junior Lisa Ostermueller forcefully
and sophomore Tulsi LashkarL The
team was defeated 2-- 1.
The Fighting Scots returned to
Cindy Barr field to face the Quakers
of Eariham on Sunday. Earlham's
physical style ofplay challenged the
control of Wooster's offense.
Eariham gained control of the
scoreboard early but as Wooster
fought for possession. Wood
smacked in a goal. With only mo-
ments remaining in the first half,
Eariham sent in their secondand last
shot of the game, which found the
net.
Wooster seemed confused at the
half but refused to7 give up. After a
penalty stroke by Ostermueller, the
Scots blasted the Quakers. Led by
the nevergive up attitude ofDay, the
Scots dominated the entire second
halt
With across from Harrison alright
wing, Robinson crept in past the
defense and crushed the ball deep
into the cage. Finally, as the inten-
sity climaxed and only seconds re-maine- don
thedock. Rice again sent
in apaced pass which Harrison tipped
around the goalie to close out the 4--2
victory.
The Scots celebrated two victo-
ries for the weekend and the pin-
nacle of their season thus far.
. As a new week began the Scots
"
"'
;
1 s
photo by JOSH FAGANS
drives toward the goal. '
hosted Denison's Big Red for what
they hoped to be another
tive game.
Within the first four minutes of
the game Ostermueller was injured
by a Red defensive clear and
Wooster's intensity and vocal levels
lowered.
As the second half opened, the
Wooster Scots steadily rose above
the 'hitandgo'Red style. With crisp
passes arid fast breaks, Wooster chal-
lenged Denison's defense. Senior
Jody King and Wood threatened the
goalie as Lerch, proving to be a clear
standout amongst the Denison for-
wards, continued to fire shots into
the circle. One of Lerch's bullets
skidded past the screened goalie and
put Wooster ahead. The exhausted
Denison team had nothing saved to .
retaliate as Wooster took the contest
1-- 0.
The JV Lady Scots hoped to re-
bound from Saturday's loss as they
took on Eariham on Sunday. The
team was again left with an empty
feeling as the contest ended in a 1- -1
draw.
Asthe week's games closed coach
Meese reflected on the season's start
as "Our best start in four years."
This week the Lady Scots travel to
Salisbury State Maryland for a three
game tournament. .
"The most extraordinary dis-
play of courage Tve ever seen in
football."
These were the words ofCleve-
land Browns owner Art Modell, who
witnessed his star quarterback frac-
ture his ankle Monday night during
the Browns 27-2- 3 loss to the Miami
Dolphins.
Regardless of how courageous
it was, Kosar will be out for at least
six weeks.
It will be up to backups Todd
Philcox and Mike Tomzacz to cap-
tain the sinking ship.
This week's game in Los Ange-
les against the Raiders may be the
most important of the year.
A win and the Browns may be
headed in the right direction again.
A loss will mean we will be call- -
Brownseat
ing this section the Browns Beaten
for the rest of the season.
Keys for the Browns this week
will be to keep the game close early.
If they fall behind in the first quar-
ter it could be a long afternoon.
The defense will have to play a
solid game as you can not expect the
offense to produce very much.
"Arthritic Man" picks the Raid-
ers to win 17-1- 3.
The only reason it will be close is
because the Raiders are starting Todd
Marinovich, who is very overrated
as a quarterback.
Cross named Athlete of the Week
'
WAA RELEASE
"Cross" country running suits Marya --Cross" just fine. When Cross was
in high school, she never thought that she would run cross country in college.
She had mediocre seasons until her senior year when she decided to train
with the men's team. Cross finished her senior yearatMarion Consoldidated
High School in Marion, Indiana, being given the Army award for outstand-
ing academic and athletic achievement
. Now Cross is a senior co-capti- an starting her fourth season with the Scots.
She attributes her success in running to "mental toughness" and is very
excited when talking about the team's prospects this year.
This year's team is a whole new team," Cross said. "Unlike past years,
the team this year is smaller. There is not much time difference between the
first and last runners. This means that everyone is working to be the first
runner and everyone is pushing each other."
She also talked about how the team works together much better this year.
"When I'm having a bad day running, I lean on my teammates to pull me
through andwhenl'mhavmgagoodday.Iknowtliatlneedtotelpeveryone
else."
Cross has also used her "mental toughness" in the classroom. A biology
major. Cross plans to attend medical school after Wooster and has already
applied to five schools. She is not sure however whether she would like to
get involved in research or study to become a physician.
When asked what runner she most admired. Cross responded, "I don't try
toemmuIateanyonemparticular,"saidCross. "Everyonehastoruntheway
that their body tells them to. I feel that running is a very personal thing."
Co-E- d IM Volleyball Tournament
ROSTER DEADLINE: Monday, September 21
TOURNEY BEGINS: Sunday, September 27
There are no restrictions on the number of
females or males on a team.
PLEASE submit rosters to:
Tiffany Lerch (Box C-2- 1 14, X-427- 2)
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries. Earn $600week in canneries or $4,000month
cxi fishing boats. Free transportation! Room and Board!
Over 8,000 openings. No experience necessary.
Male or Female. For employment program
call 1-206-5- 45-4155 exL A5562
v,:. ;-- . ,jt.
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women's soccer
Lady Scots number one in Ohio after last weekend's series
HOLLY SLEPEKEY
Staff Writer
The Lady Scot soccer team nailed
down the number one spot in Ohio
with three wins in 5 days.
Wooster faced Wilmington on
Saturday in their first game of the
Lady Scot Classic. Junior Delia
Hoye started the Scot scoring spree
four minutes into the game with a
left-foot- ed scorcher. Ten minutes
later, sophomore sensation Larisa
Fricsons, who was named NCAC
player of the week, scooped up a
loose ball in front of the Wilmington
goal and sent it home.
Wooster's defense, led by All-A- m
eric an junior tri --captain Lisa
Hall, denied Wilmington access to
the net First-ye-ar Melia Arnold
scored her first collegiate goal just 7
minutes into the second half after a
cross from sophomore standout
Jenna Deariove. Then, with four
minutes left in the match. Fricsons
sealed the 4-- 0 Wooster victory with
a solid shot assisted by Hoye.
In the second game of their tour-
nament, the Lady Scots faced Trin-
ity (TX) lead by the one-tim- e
Wooster coach Nick Cowell. The
Wooster defense once again proved
victorious, on! y allowing Trini ty four
shots on goal.
Junior speedster Clari Roberts lead
the defense, along with junior Marcy
Hunt and seniorTarn my Berger. The
lone Wooster goal in the 1 --0 victory
came from first-ye- ar forward Laura
Fembach, which sent Cowell home
with a loss.
Wednesday's game against num-
ber two Ohio-rank- ed Heidelberg
promised to be a battle. After a
cautious kickoff. Fembach won the
ball and served it to Fricsons.
Fricsons put the ball in the net just
four minutes into the game.
Wooster's defense again con-
trolled the match, allowing only five
shots on goal. First-ye-ar Regan
Tomer made her starting debut with
solid play at the back, denying
Heidelberg's speedy forwards again
and again. With support from senior
tri --captain midfielder BarbieThomp-so- n,
Wooster's Hoye planted the ball
into the net yet again with her signa-
ture left-foot- ed shoe
After Wooster's third goal, again
credited to Fricsons, Heidelberg be-
came frustrated and the game turned
physical. Wooster's defense stood
fast, but they could not protect keeper
Hall, who was charged by a Heidel-
berg player. Hall, shaken, managed
to walk away from the collision, but
her adversary had to be escorted
from the field.
At the end of the 3-- 0 Wooster
victory, Ferbach was credited with
all 3 assists. In reference to the game.
Thompson declared, "We're on the
road to victory.
The Lady Scots next home match
is onThursday September 24 against
nationally ranked Kalamazoo on the
Carl Dale Memorial Field at 3pm.
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Junior Delia Hoye crosses the ball during the Lady Scot Classic
Moved from downtown loiatioin ooo
CLASSED IMPORTS
Selling tapestries, jewelry, pants, scarves, doll dresses
at wholesale prices
In Wooster...
262 5277
New Address:
2018 Great Trails Dr.
(behind the EconoLodge on Rt. 30.. .call for directions)
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mens soccer
Up & down week for Fighting Scots
ts)p
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First-ye-ar Colin Ozanne streaks by a Wutningtbn defender m tbe Scots
2-- 1 vicotry over the NAIA powerhouse.
JOSH ELROD
Staff Writer
The Fighting Scotwin streakcame
toaciose on Wednesday as Wooster
suffered its first loss of the season.
The Scots had won five straight,
including adramatic victory athome
against Wilmington from North
Carolina.
Wilmington dominated the play
for most of the first half, including a
couple of outstanding chances to
score. But the Scots were the only
ones to score, as senior Mphatso
Namwali connected late in the first
half.
In the second half, a Wilmington
score seemed inevitable, and
Wooster .held opt only through a
tenacious defense and strong play
from senior keeper - Jon
Weidenhamer But Wilmington fi-
nally got on the scoreboard midway
through the second half to tie the
score at one.
This set up the dramatic climax.
With only thirty-thre- e seconds left
in thegame.Nam wali broke through
the left side of the defense with out-
standing individual moves.
The opposing goalie came out of
the net to stop Nam wali but was
unable to do so. Namwali crossed
the ball to the wide open first-ye- ar
WOMEN'S LACROSSE FALL BALL
HAS BEGUN
Come join us:
Wednesday --6:00-7.-00
(on the practice field near Wagner)
Sundays-4:00-5:- 00
(on the quad)
All are welcome whether you are a beginner or an experienced player!
For more information call:
Tammy Barnes- - Ext 4234
or
Kris Morris-Ex- t. 3834
Colin Ozanne who scored the game
winner.
The loss came in an away game at
Malone. It was a game the team
thought it could win, and for the first
half, it looked like they might be
right
In the first period, Wooster con
tinually pushed the ball toward
Malone's goal, but was able to con
vert only once.
In the second half, the Scots were
unable to maintain the lead and
Malone scored two goals to take the
win. Junior defenseman Dan
Cochrane had Wooster's only goal
in that game.
Scot Head Coach Bob Nye had
clearly mixed emotions about the
twogames, refering to the Scots play
on Saturday as a "superb win", cit
ing specifically the play of the three
co-captai- ns, seniorGalen Avgerinos,
Namwali and Weidenhamer.
He went on to say that the win was
important for the Scots post season
hopes.
Nye was not so happy about the
second game, calling the loss to
"Zr . Makioapprga fred.
He did gave a possible explana
tion for the loss. He said that the first
road game forany team, especially a
young team, is unpredictable.
Notes: Namwali leads the Scots in
scoring and is third in the NCAC
with five goals and three assists.
Avgerinos is tenth in the conference
with three goals and an assist.
Weidenhamer has all five Wooster
victories, including two shutouts. He
also boasts a goals-again- st average
of 0j6 per game.
The Scots will try to regain their
winning form when they travel to
play Hiram on Saturday. They then
travel to Colorado College on the
25-2-6 ofSeptember toplay the Colo-
rado College Invitational.
Show your
C.O.W. ID for
10 off
service on any
make or model at
Ndi Adlamnns
CDnirysIleii0
544 E. liberty
volleyball
Lady Scots in win column
CHRIS MACKEY
Staff Writer
When the College of Wooster vol --
leyball team travelled to Oberlin
College Friday to compete in a two
day tournament there was a zero in
theirwin column. But three matches
into the tournament the Lady Scots
posted their first win of the young
season by defeating Hiram College
and avenging their loss to them last
week.
It was a match that saw Wooster
lose the first game by thirteen points
and then bounce back to capture the
second 15-1- 3, a game in which there
were five lead changes. The third
game was dominated by the Lady
Scots. After six points, though, it
seemed this final game would un-
wind like the second a nail biter.
Both teams had three points apiece.
Then the Wooster attack led by se-
niorMichelle Degraw, whowas play-
ing for the first time in four matches,
took over. The Lady Scots cruised
to a 15--3 third game win to replace
that zero with a one.
Though she wasextremely pleased
with ha-team- s' ronriancer, Coach
iJnda Bosh did not let the emotional
win overtake her outlook. She com-
mented after the win, Tm still cau-
tiously optimistic about us working
together as a team."
While Bush "hoped" this win was
a turning point m the season; senior
captain JulieHottell thought this win
wouldhave alarger impact. Through
breathes of excitement after the
match she said. This (win) is going
to give us a lot ofconfidence. Now
we know we can do it. It's a huge
win.
Wooster played a total of five
matches in the twodays they were at
Oberlin. The first match saw first-ye- ar
Brijin Boddy explode outof the
starting blocks versus Case Reserve
to lead Wooster to an 8-- 8 tie. Boddy
had threekills and three service aces
in those first sixteen points. Case
won a close first game 15-1- 3 and
finished the second game to win the
best of three game match 15-- 8. Lake
Erie College then handed the Lady
Scots their second loss of the tourna
Saturday
ment by the score of 15-- 5, 15-1- 2.
The second day of competition for
Wooster consisted of matches with
Mount Vernon Nazarene and Hei-
delberg. The Lady Scots couldn't
find their winning touch they had the
evening before versus Hiram. Mount
Vernon won 15-1- 0, 15-1- 0 while
Heidelberg was victorious 19-1- 7, 15-- 5.
"I saw alotof improvement," com-
mented a pleased Linda Bush after
the tournament. "I think we really
came together as a team." .
Junior Tammy Campbell was
Wooster's force at the net in leading
the team with 24 kills and five block-
ing aces. Boddy and Degraw also
contributed offensively with 22 and
18 kills, respectively. First-ye-ar
Sarah Robertson addedio her high
assists with 35 in the tournament.
On Tuesday the voUeyballjeam
played host to Mount Union and
John CarrolL
TheLady Scots started outquickly
m the first gameversus MountUnion,
who brought with them a record of
3-- 5. Degnrw commenced the match
.with a kilLjaut ML Union's Lynn
, Wolcott proceeded to serve for nine
straight points toput her team on top
to stay. The final score was 15--2.
The second game ended similarly
with the score 15--2.
Bush attributed the disappointing
loss to a lack of mental preparation
on her players part. "Withthehome
match I think we were too casual
coming into the game. Wejust were
not prepared mentally."
After defeating Ml Union in the
second match of the evening, John
Carroll's season record stood at 14--0.
They then went on to top the Lady
Scots to build their unbeaten record.
The Lady Scots led in the first game
5-- 0 but lost momentum and went on
to lose the game and finally the match
15-5,15-
-0.
Degraw led the team with four
kills and one ace while Sarah
Robertson contributed to the offense
with seven assists.
This weekend Wooster travels to
Kalamazoo, ML to compete in the
GLCA tournament.
Football... 1:30 vs. Allegheny
Tuesday
Volleyball...6:00 & 8:00 vs. Penn State Behrend &
Otterbein
;Scou S - Wittenberg 3
Scou 4 - Earlham 2
Scou 1 -- DenijonO
football
Kilamiaoo 27 - Scott 17
mum'i soccer
Scott 2 - Wilmington 1
Malone 2 - Scou 1
wo mum'i tocctr
Scou 4 - Wilmington 0
Scou 1 -- Trinity 0
Scou 3 Heidelberg 0
volleyball
Scots went 1- -4 it Oberlin Tourn,
Ml Union IS - Scou 2
Mt Union 15 Scou 2
John Carroll 15 - Scou 5
John Carroll 15 - Scott 0
(fit CO HE (tTT
"It's mind over matter. You
try to think of something that
tastes good, like strawberries,
and then kill it in your mouth
as fast as you can so that it
doesn't jump around."
Toronto Blue Jays catcher
MikeMaksudian, whose team-
mates, have paid him to eat
bugs, frogs, locusts and
roaches. (Newsweek.92192)
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Wooster falls to Kalamazoo in final seconds
MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Staff Writer
The Fighting Scot football team
opened its 1992 campaign this past
Saturday with a tough 27-1-7 defeat
'
at the hands of Kalamazoo College.
The Hornets prevailed in this excit-
ing nail biter whose outcome was
not decided until the very last play.
This see-sa-w battle contained four
lead changes and 777 yards of total
offense.
The individual highlight was se-
nior quarterback John Ramsier's
record-settin- g performance.
Ramsier broke three Wooster pass-
ing records against Kalamazoo. In
his first official start, Ramsier com-
pleted 34 of 52 passes for400 yards,
all Wooster records. Considering
that Kalamazoo boasted the fifth
best defense in all of Division HI
football last season, Ramsier's per-
formance looks to be even more
impressive. Despite Ramsier's
Herculean effort, ill-tim- ed turnovers
proved to be the downfall for the
Scots.
"He (Ramsier) had an outstand-
ing performance for our team. He
read wen and made the correct deci-
sions for the most part on the field,"
said coach Bob Tucker.
Wooster won the coin toss and
elected to defend rather than receive
the kickoff. This decision proved
cosdy as the Hornets wasted no time
driving down the field in 12 plays
and digging the Scots an early bole
7-- 0 at the 11:13 mark of the first
quarter.
The drive was capped off by a 7-y- ard
run by Clint Wagner. Wagner
proved to be a thorn in Wooster's
side all day as he racked up 157
yards on the ground on 24 carries.
Clint's older brother, J.D., a wide
receiver, also did damage to
Wooster's defense as he gained 50
receiving yards on 4 receptions.
The Scots also sustained a long
drive on its first possession. The
only problem was that Wooster
failed to convert their scoring op-
portunity.
The squandering of numerous key
scoring opportunities was a key rea-
son as to why the Scots were de-
feated on Saturday. Twelve plays,
49 yards, and 4:30 later, Wooster
kicker Seth Carpien's field goal at-
tempt of 27 yards was blocked.
Tucker said, "That (the blocked
kick) was the worst execution I've
ever seen on a field goal attempt."
The second quarter's only scor-
ing came from the leg of Carpien as
be booted a 30 yard field goal which
capped a 30 yard, eight play drive.
Kalamazoo led 7-- 3 at halftime.
Junior fullback Abdul Rasbid heads for the outside daring Wooster's 27 -- 17 loss to Kalamazoo last
Saturday. The Fighting Scot offense piled up 460 total yards as The College of Wooster dropped its
season opener. The next game Is tomorrow at 1:30 against Division m powerhouse Allegheny.
Much like Kalamazoo did to be-
gin the contest, Wooster received
the second-ha-lf kickoff, marched
down the field, and put the ball in the
end zone.
The Scots mounted an 1 1 play, 56
yard drive which culminated in a
seven yard pass from Ramsier to
senior tight end Trevor Garner.
Gamer led the Scots receiving corps
on Saturday with 10 catches for 104
yards. The extra point attempt was
unsuccessful leaving Wooster in the
lead 9-- 7.
Another touchdown run by Clint
Wagnerput Kalamazoo up by ascore
of 14--9 after three periods of play.
The decisive fourth quarter started
out well for the Scots as a poor punt
by Kalamazoo punterAndy Boersma
left Wooster with the ball at their
opponent's 35 yard line.
Sophomore fullback Mark Solis
cappedoff asixplay drive witha2-ya- d
touchdown run at the 8:4 1 mark.
Coach Tucker elected to try for the
two-poi- nt conversion in order to push
the Scots' lead to a field goal. The
try was successful as Ramsier found
tailback junior Eric Robinson in the
back of the end zone for a 17-1- 4
lead.
The Wooster defense forced the
Hornets to punt on their next posses-
sion. The Scots failed to manage
anything on their nextdrive, so punter
freshman Tim Gargasz lifted a kick
which put Kalamazoo on their own
1 1-y- ard line with 4:34 remaining in
the contest. Eleven plays later, the
Hornets took the lead for good at21-1- 7
with 35 seconds to play.
The touchdown caused some con-
troversy as Kalamazoo quarterback
Chris Berkimer hit fullback Craig
Kashatza with a pass which he
fumbled into the end zone. J.D.
Wagner fell on the loose ball for a
touchdown. The Scots contended
that the fumble could not be ad-
vanced and therefore should have
been placed at the point ofthe fumble,
the 2-ya- rd line. The officials ruled
the play to be a touchdown.
"That play was perfectly legal".
Tucker commented, "the rules state
that a fumble cannot be advanced
after picked up. In this case, it was
not advanced, but rather just fallen
upon in the end zone."
The Scots did not give up follow-
ing Kalamazoo's score. Ramsier
directed the offense down to the
Kalamazoo 28-ya- rd line with nine
seconds remaining. His next pass
was intercepted, however, by Josh
Howie who returned it 83 yards for a
touchdown as time expired.
"Our team played a good football
game. We just did not capitalize on
our opportunities. We need more
mental toughness, and we can not
give up the big play," Tucker stated.
The Fighting Scots will take on
the Gators of Allegheny at John P.
Papp stadium tomorrow. The Gators
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are coming off a near perfect 11-- 1
season, so the Scots face a stiff chal-
lenge. Allegheny bad not lost in the
regular season the past three years
before last Saturday s opening game
20--0 loss to NAIA powerhouse
Westminster (Pa.).
"Allegheny is better than their first
effort. They are a perennial power-
house, having been the NCAC cham-
pion the past five years. They have
the NCAC's fastest sprinter in run-
ning back Stan Drayton and a very
solid defense. We have our work cut
out for us," finished Tucker.
GAME NOTES: The receiving
quartet of Robinson, juniors Brian
Wright and Rick Fox, and seniorJeff
Smith combined for a total of 23
receptions and 282 yards.
Defensive standouts included se-
nior linebacker John Marcinek who
led the team with 19 tackles and
sophomore defensive back Travis
Booker who had eight tackles, four
passes broken up, and an intercep-
tion.
Junior defensive end Kevin Ryan
recovered a fumble and junior de-
fensive back James Weaver added
an interception
Wooster converted 7 of 13 third
downs .The Scots racked up 460
total yards and had a time ofposses-
sion of 33:38 Wooster failed to
score six times after they had reached
the Kalamazoo 30 yard line or
